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Past and Present Presidents' Recollections of 2005-2006
as we've been doing." "A slow sort of country!" said the
Queen. "Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you
can do, to keep in the same place."), if we look over the
course of the year we can see how far we have actually
come. Although I only presided over the tail end of
2006, when I look over the entire year I get a sense of
continuous activity and growth at KLT: the first Talvitohinat, the Paavola Purchase, Horsetail Scramble, Tall
Ship events, the Marsin dedication, the grant request for
funding at Lightfoot Bay, to name only a few. All of
What I do remember from my term as President is
these successes were underlain by much dedication and
the changing impact dedicated staff was having on KLT.
planning by staff and many volunteers.
Board meetings were filled with new contacts that Evan
and Pat were making, new collaborations, and most of
Underlying all of this is a sense of KLT evolving rapall new projects. While the Board remained very active, idly as an organization, with expanding horizons and
keeping loose ends tied and “the eye on the prize” be- responsibilities as KLT matures. The fiscal and organizacame much easier. Instead of initiator, I was relegated tional role of the Executive Director, Evan McDonald,
to curmudgeon. I felt the Manitou Island and Lightfoot grows with every year as we take on new partnerships
Bay projects were way too ambitious for our small orand new challenges. With more land and more opportuganization and that it was my responsibility to drag my nities to protect land the role of our lands specialist, Pat
feet to prevent us from biting off more than we could
Toczydlowski, has become ever more pivotal. While the
chew. Fortunately, no one listened to me and the succore mission remains the same, the way we go about
cessful completion of these two projects rates highly
fulfilling this mission seems to be shifting as our organiamong the gems of conservation in the Copper Country. zation grows and our staff becomes more professional
It was a heady time.
and more experienced with a diversity of mechanisms
for streamlining the operations of the organization, proTerry Kinzel, KLT Board President 2005
tecting land and connecting with the community.
~~~~~~~~~~
KLT Board of Directors
The other feeling I have about the year is a sense
2005-2006
Terry's recollections that the organization is on the right trajectory. Despite
As some of you know, I’m a physician specializing in
geriatrics. In one incarnation I did a lot of teaching. In
order to spice up my presentations I would often include cartoons. In a presentation on memory loss, I had
a cartoon showing two old rich guys sitting in overstuffed leather chairs surrounded by trophies etc. The
caption read, “Here I sit surrounded by my memorabilia,
and I can’t remember having done a damn thing.” My
situation precisely.
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remind me of something, but I can't seem
to remember what it is.
Perhaps it is this: Although some days we
may wonder whether we
are making any progress, and feel as if we
are in the Red Queen's
race in Alice and Wonderland ("Well, in our
country," said Alice, still
panting a little, "you'd
generally get to somewhere else — if you run
very fast for a long time,

any minor challenges and setbacks, the balance of
maintenance and growth of the organization seems just
about right, as I hope that even a curmudgeon like
Terry would agree. Of course with growth there are always some risks, but the converse is also true, that
without risks there is no growth. The growing pains we
feel today lead to tomorrow's new opportunity. I hope
that, as they look back over these two years, the members feel, as I do, a strong sense of both pride in what
this organization has become and gratitude to the organizations staff and volunteers; and, as they look forward into the coming year, an equally strong sense of
opportunity. Congratulations KLT-- keep up the good
work!

Erik Lilleskov, KLT Board President 2006
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Executive Director’s Report
KLT newsletters inform our members and the
community about progress with our mission and
project accomplishments. The Annual Report focuses more on the health of the organization itself –
the ongoing evolution of KLT as a non-profit. If you
pay attention to KLT Annual Reports, we apologize
for the delay presenting 2005 information. If you
are not usually interested in these reports, please
take a look anyway. We can all learn how KLT is
doing and better understand the successes behind
us and the challenges ahead.
So, what was the holdup for the 2005 report?
The theme for this report is about transitions, and
that’s part of the explanation.
As KLT has grown - adding staff, expanding our
service area, building new partnerships, and accomplishing more conservation - that growth requires
organizational change. Transitions are challenging,
and you might not know what is needed to make
progress. Before staff, without an office, volunteers
previously kept records in their homes. Now the
KLT office houses records, databases, computer systems…and staff. We are making good progress with
record organization and office procedures. While we
still rely on volunteers to accomplish our mission,
the staff assumes more responsibility for daily tasks.
Handling tasks efficiently involves assessing needs,
getting good tools, and instituting procedures. That
has all been happening the last couple of years.
With our membership growing, new land projects
completed, more assets and liabilities to manage,
more diversified funding sources and hence more
restricted funds to be tracked, KLT outgrew the capacity of a volunteer treasurer – another transition.
Mark Roberts, our treasurer in 2005, began converting our accounting over to QuickBooks software,
a popular program for small businesses and nonprofits alike. KLT owes Mark a debt of gratitude as
he worked hard on this transition. The process was
challenging and important questions arose, reflecting the growing complexity of our accounting and
anticipating future needs during database development. We needed professional assistance. As a
Land Trust Alliance (LTA) member, we have access
to resources and our new chart of accounts is modeled after LTA’s recommended template. While
seemingly simple, land trust accounting is as elabo-
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rate as any business, with restricted funds, many client and vendor accounts, a diversity of assets, including land and interests in land…and liabilities. We
made the transition and critical accounting tasks now
happen nearly at the push of a button. With a revised accounting system in place, improved procedures, professional services to handle payroll and
state and federal filings, we are in good shape. Next
we tackle our membership, volunteer, and land project database with a similar strategy. We will buy
software tailored to land trusts and get professional
assistance to set it up.
Another transition affects all non-profits, with
some national issues specific to land trusts. I think
the work and importance of non-profits is steadily
growing. With more activity and more donations and
grants flowing to charities, this brings more scrutiny.
We appreciate that state and federal governments,
and especially donors themselves, should have confidence that non-profits are well managed and that
funds go where they are supposed to go as efficiently
as possible. While new requirements and expectations can entail more work for us, the end result will
help us do our work more carefully and efficiently. In
the meantime, these emerging issues have us in transition.
Among charities, the land trust community has
been proactive by establishing guidelines for ethical
and efficient land trust operation. As testament,
many other types of charitable organizations refer to
LTA’s Standards and Practices (LTA S&Ps) specifically
related to organizational management to make their
own improvements. KLT adopted LTA S&Ps years
ago and adopted the 2004 Revised LTA S&Ps in April,
2005. We completed a guided assessment of our organization at two retreats held in May 2005, one facilitated by Renee Kivikko of the LTA-Midwest office.
LTA recently established a third-party accreditation
program to be implemented in the coming years.
KLT is keeping posted on accreditation, which will entail some expense, so we will plan and budget for this
when we’ve determined it is appropriate to proceed.
I hope you will read through the rest of this report
and provide us your feedback. We appreciate the
trust you place with the KLT staff to help this organization accomplish its mission, and thank you for your
continued support.

Evan McDonald, Executive Director
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2006 Functional Expense Breakdown

2006 Highlights:

•

Marsin Nature Retreat Center and lakeshore campus established adding 16 acres and 900+ feet of shoreline along the Portage Waterway under protection
• Paavola Wetlands Preserve expanded by 73 acres

•

Non-profits reach a new level when they can no longer file
the IRS 990 EZ form and are required to file the IRS 990
long form. KLT made that transition in 2006, and the
greater detail required is partly why we revamped our
accounting system—all for the better. This filing includes
a breakdown of functional expenses into program services, management/general operations, and fundraising
categories. These values are helpful to assess how a nonprofit is doing...where donor’s dollars are spent, for example, as a gauge of how much mission success has been
achieved. The pie chart above shows KLT’s expense
breakdown for 2006 directly from our IRS 990 filing.

KLT Accomplishments
KLT continues to actively cultivate conservation easement projects and build partnerships to leverage resources and gain community support.

Conservation easement donation permanently protects another
280-acres at Churning Rapids with scattered large oaks and scenic
trails in this popular ‘working forest’
• The Denis Sullivan returns for week-long course on Lake Superior plus day sails on the Portage
• Management plan completed for Six-Mile Creek Preserve under
the Stewardship Incentive Program -- we can now apply for costsharing for stewardship practices on the property under this program available to most landowners with 12+ acres
• Conservation partners HKCD/KLT/TNC begin developing management plan for Bete Grise South Preserve with Michigan Coastal
Management Planning grant support
• ‘In Their Own Voices’ folio of land conservation success stories
across the Lake Superior basin developed through the Lake Superior Land Trust Partnership with grant support
• Conservation partnerships apply for land acquisition funding to
protect additional coastal wetlands at Bete Grise and at Lightfoot
Bay in Baraga County
• Purchase option secures threatened parcels of land at Lightfoot
Bay – 57 acres of diverse wetlands, barrier beach and pine dunes
surrounding this natural embayment of Huron Bay
• ‘Reading the Landscape’ features The Forested Landscape

•
•

KLT Organizational Portfolio produced – what a story!

KLT assists North Houghton County Sewer Authority in receiving donation of Centennial Mine Site property (270 acres)
• Site improvements and condition assessments continue on
Manitou Island with SHPO support

2005 Highlights:
Bete Grise South Preserve established in partnership with The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and Houghton
Keweenaw Conservation District (HKCD) protecting
1045 acres of Lake Superior coastal wetlands
• Denis Sullivan tall ship water and land conservation
program on Lake Superior with Pier Wisconsin and MTU
• Staff attend Land Trust Alliance ‘Rally’ (national
conference) in Madison WI with scholarship support
• Summer Interns survey Paavola Wetlands pond and
interview former KLT Board presidents and easement
donors
• Condition Assessment of Manitou Island Light Station begins with support from the State Historic Preservation Office and botanist Janet Marr surveys the island
for rare plants
• Volunteer Easement Monitoring program begun

•

‘Reading the Landscape’ programs on Fresh Water

•

KLT office moved from Lake Linden to Hancock
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